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PHEFACE

"Adrift one day, the vJater Rat
r:<"'J.S es to the IJiole, 'Believe me,
my young friend, there is nothing
- absclutely nothing - half so
much worth doing as messing about
in boats'."
-- Kenneth Graham
The feeling expressed in this children's classic
is characterized by the nearly ten million boat owners
in the United States and Canada.

There seems to be a

never ending growth in the yacht population of our
society today.

This may be the end product of the

prosperity of the average salaried man and his release
froT1 the sun up to sun

do~1n

working day.

The expanding

population of the land lover and the decreasing amount
of natural land area for recreation could be one of
the many reasons for the transition of people to the
broad open \.•later areas and the water sports.

What

ever the ·reason may be, it is not important, the important thing is that this new growth and idea will have
to be solved.

And it is the architect's task to solve

l. +·
v.

I111any hundrecls of yacht. and boat clubs have been·

designed and built.
i ';~ portant,

Some are elaborate, socially

and expensive, while many are simple and

inexpensive clubs fitting the needs of small boat
owners of modest means.

The following is my proposed

iv

project, a private yacht club for the Houston-Galveston
area, which

~ill

be designed for the man of above

average means.
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CHAPTER I
HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION
DEFINITION
The word "yacht" stems from the Dutch jaght of
jaght schip, with connotations for hunting, sport,
and speed.
A yacht is a light and comparatively small vessel,
propelled by sail or power and used for racing purposes
or for pleasure exclusively.
A yacht club is a club or union of yacht-owners
for racing purposes, etc., usually acting under a
commodore.

HISTORY OF RECREATION
Primitive
Among
recreation.
comforts.

unc~vilized

people there was very little

Their free time was used to add to their
The change from daily pursuits of survival

to activities which added to the comfort of life was
in itself recreational in nature.

Children learned

to dress hides, weave cloth, shoot weapons, · hunt,
fish, swim, and play at the very life activities of
adults. 1

lJohn H. Jenny. Introduction to Recreation Education,
(Philadelphia and London, 1955), p.l5.

-1-

.:\ncic:;nt
Ancient Persia was one of the first historically
recorded civilizations deli t erately and in planned
fashion to use play and recreational acti·fities for
the rnilitary good of t.he state.1

.,

.
.i.yplca
.l. _ conr:1unity recreation was the horse fair

held Frid.ays on a
near London.

s~oot~ h

field near St. Bartholomew's

It drew large crowds to see the display

of horse i:'lesh.

;i,here were horse racing and horse

shows and also in the afternoons, men would have sportsplaying l:::al.l, jumping, stone throvving, javelin hurling,
wrestlin[, and archery.

At night, groups of girls

would hol:J. dancing on the

Da~1e smooth field. 2

Modern
VJorl:. , which occupied . most of the time of primitive
and pioneer people, is no longer satisfying.

In the

preindustrial society, leisure tended to be hapharzard
and for all but a few, the elite, such free time was
spent in t,he immediate vicinity of one's work and

ha bitation.

Wi t h the growth of large cities, the need

for planned periods of relaxation became more pressing.
Work was re duced to a small portion of the twenty-four
hour day.

·~ ve

had

:11ore

leisure time, life expectancy had

l:F'. G. Hol.·l:: ins, The Sociolor.-v of Play, He creation, and
T' ~
t .
- .--).-_;,c., u c a ~ 1 on • p • t) •
2Urban T. Holmes, Jr., Daily Living in the Twelfth
Century. l"·ladison, 1952, p.dS. -

-3doubled in the last century, retirement was at an
earlier age and more people had more money.l
With more and more leisure time on hand and
more money being made, man looked for something to
occupy his time.

In the past, there were clubs for

hunting, riding, and fishing.

After 1840, there were

yacht clubs springing up all over Amex·icu.

ln the

early 1900's, women four.a their place in the world,
and with their children the yacht club has become a
place for the whole family.
HISTORY OF YACHTING CLUBS
Yachting may be traced back into the dawn of
history, in the state vessels and pleasure barges of
the Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans. 2 In English-speaking
countries, it was introduced by King Charles II, who
had become a follower of the sport during his exile
in the Channel Islands and Holland, and brought it home
with him in the Restoration in 1660.

Races were held

and pleasure sailing was popular on the Thames and elsewhere in British waters from that time on.

The earliest

recorded yacht club was established in Ireland in 1720
as the Water Club of Cork Harbor.3

In 1775, the

Cumberland Fleet, which became the present Royal Thames

lNash, Philosophy Qf Recreation and Leisure.
1953, p.l90-195.
2Encyclopaedia Britannica.
3Encyclopedia Americana,

St. Louis,

(Chicago, 1952), Vol.23, p.863.
(New York, 1960), Vol.29, p.493.

-.4Yacht Club, was formed in London.

In 1812, the Royal

Yacht Squadron was established by fifty yacht owners
at Cowes and was called the Yacht Club, altered to the
Royal Yacht Club in 1820.

The number of vessels kept

pace with the clubs - the fifty yachts in 1812 increasing
nearly tenfold before the middle of the century.
Organized yachting and yacht racing in America
began about 1840 with the formation of the first yacht
or boat clubs for the promotion of pleasure boating
and the racing of yachts for sport.

It, was not until

yacht clubs v.rere organized, bringing together those
who _were interested in the sport, that yachting and
racing began to develop along the lines that tended
to make it a popular pastime.

From 1830-40, sailing

and racing boats for pleasure became common among
men of means, and a good-sized, though mixed, fleet of
boats was to be found in New York waters.

As early as

lSll, the Knickerbocker Boat Club of New York was
formed, but it died the following year.

After several

other clubs, both in New York and Boston, had been _
formed and died, the New York club was organized in
1844.

Among its original members were most of the

leading yachtsmen of New York, and it was the first
club that survived.
The New York club was the representative of
American yachting for twenty years and was the forerunner of the many yacht clubs that sprang up after

-5the Civil War in all parts of the country wherever
there was pleasure sailing.

In its centennial year,

1944, the New York Yacht Club was, in point of age and
prestige, the foremost yacht club in America, and much
of the development of yachting

c~n

be traced to the club

itself or its members.
There were over eight hundred organized yacht
clubs in the United States and Canada in 1944.

Today,

there are many hundreds of yachting clubs in the United
States devoted to the sport of yachting, many of which
are located on inland rivers and artificial lakes where
yachting was never thought of until the late 1930's.
3ome are elaborate, sodially important, and expensive
institutions, while others are simple and inexpensive
clubs which fill the needs of small boat owners of
modest means.

/

-oCHAP'CEH II
R~QUIREMENT3

OF A YACHT CLUB

,..,.t

~

The

mo~'t

i:r,portant sj_ngle factor in yacht club

· design is the site.

Because of the setting, a club

can enhance the idea of yachting and obtain closer
relationships to nature and to the out-of-doors; or
can serve only as an engineered place to dock boats
and yachts.

It has to be so located as to give maxi-

mum protection for the yachts during inclement weather
and still give the feeling of an endless vista of water
and open sea air.

To attain privacy and control, which

is desired in any private organization, thought should
be given to separating the site from the surroundings.
This can be accomplished in several ways, two of which
are:

(1) by dredging a channel between the site and the

adjoining land, or, (2) by

usin~

a natural island.

This

channel could be crossed by a bridge which would allow
maxjrnum

control for either entering or leaving the site.

Because the main function of a yacht club is yachting,
with social aspects secondary, the site should answer
the needs of the yachter first and the social member
secondly.
Cli;ilate
Long before a

str~ .1cture

is touched by economic,

aesthetic, or arrangement factors, it is affected by

-7climate and weather.

It was man's desire to alter

natural microclimatic conditions that led to the
construction of the first shelter.

Ever since then,

he has been involved - consciously or unconsciously,
scientifically or by intuition - in perfecting his
conditioned, environmental climate.
Climatic considerations are traditionally divided
into considerations of its various elements:

sun, pre-

cipitation, humidity, wind, temperature, and special
considerations such as salt spray and lightening.

Of

these, sun control has recently received the most attention by architectural experimenters.

This is partly

because of its complexity and partly because the architect's control over this factor varies sharply with
the amount of information and knowledge at hand.
Contemporary architects, still in search of maximum control of the sun, are striving toward the same
thing as the Greeks.

They constructed their residences

in a way so as to gain as much (as possible) of the
warmth of the winter sun and to block the intense rays
of the summer sun.

Hundreds of varied solutions to the

sun problem have been put forth - overhangs, vertical
and horizontal louvers, slatted shades, egg-crate devices, solar glass, orientation theories, etc.
Precipitation, in its various forms, determines
the aspect of architecture.

All precipitation neces-

sitates water-probfing considerations to keep the

- F.~-

inside dry when the outside is wet.
Humidity poses problems for architecture and man,
especially in positions suitable for the 1ocation of
yacht faciliti e s.

As does precipitation, hrunidity

deteriorates and oxidizes vulnerable

metal~

and rots

Because of the

woods~

and cracks plaster.

swells

high corrosiveness of salt spray, in marine areas,
materials should be used which are resistant to, or
not affected by, this action.

Concrete, stone, cer-

tain hardwoods, glass and fired clay products could
be used with minirnum vulnerability to the effects of

moisture and salt spray.

The wind, in coastal areas especially, can cool,
stimttlate and soothe - or in greater force - can damage
and destroy buildings, landscaping and people.

Design

consideration should be studied to obtain its most
beneficial qualities and in shielding its vicious
nature.
Considering all the elements of climate as a whole
and designing to incorporate the beneficial aspects of
each into a structure and site, should be the goal of
every

archi"t~ect.

-9ORGANIZATION
The primary activity of the club is to provide
buildings, organization, common facilities available
to

al~

members, basic services available and free to

all members.

The secondary activities of the club will

comprise all those services which are merchandised to
the members on a charge b?sis.l
The usual yacht club is set up on a initial fee
and then yearly due? a.re based on the members participation, i.e., a member who uses all the facilities of
the club pays more then one who is strictly a social
member and does not use the yachting facilities.

The

membership is not limited by population of the area,
but rather is usually a limit selected on an arbitrarily
chosen basis.

The membership is

is planned for these members.

selecte~

then the club

The facilities that are

usually found in a yacht club are dining and ball rooms,
men's and women's locker rooms, cocktail lounge, accounting and executive offices, boat repair, yacht basin,
docking spaces, swimming pool, and other out door sports.
The employees normally found are the manager and his
assistant, a secretary and receptionist, accounting
personnel, a chef and kitchen help, waiters and waitresses,
hostess, custodians, harbor master, boat mechanic, and
other master craftsmen as needed for boat repair.

lEckert, Fred VJ. nrJianagement' s Responsibilities in Club
Finances,n Club Management, (September, 1959), p.22.

-10SPACE ARHANGET:TENT

Drives
The drives vaTill naturally vary with the shape and
contour of the property, but they should be of ample
width and with long flat curves for fairly fast driving.
The entrance from the highway should be an attractive
one, a sort of welcoming and warming one, not only to
the·yachter but to the passerby.

The intersection at

the highway and the club drive should be carefully
studied to make a safe approach.
Service
Service should be diverted entirely from all acti•
vity areas of the club house by well placed minor drives,
and these should lead to definite enclosures where all
service operations

m~y

be concealed.

These drives

should also be located so one does not have to cross
any drive to get to his activity area.

The main service

will be to the kitchen and mechanical areas.
Parking
Parking is an important factor in yacht club planning as in all other planning where large numbers of
cars are to be stored in rush periods.

Saturday, Sunday,

and holid.ay needs may deri1and space for a number of cars
equaling 60 to '/0 per cent of the total number of members.
Additional space 11ill be needed for regattas, which may

-11-

occur at a greater distance from the club house.
Parking should be near a drive entrance of the club
house so passengers may be unloaded and the drivermember need not have far to go to and from his car.
It is possible to

b~eak

the parking up into smaller

areas, making other activities of the club more accessible to a parking lot.
Planting
Planting in all club projects is limited in extent
and variety only by the character of the property,
climatic conditions and the question of cost.

Consider-

able screen planting will be required about pafking and
service areas and around the week end cottages.

The

open terraces, swimming pool, outdoor dance floors and
gardens provide the landscape with unlimited opportunities to utilize the skill in appropriate
~ain

pl~nting

schemes.

Recention and Lobby Areas
The lobby and reception areas are usually the

first point of contact by the members and their guests
to the yacht club.

These spaces should be open, airy,

inviting, and friendly, since it is here the guest
gets his impressions of his new environment.

Quiet but

not dull colors, enhanced by sunlight and planting could
vitalize the atmosphere here.

-12-

Offices
The executj_ve and accounting offices should be
attractive and have a business appearance, but still
carry the feeling and character of yachting.

There

should be a separate waiting area connecting directly
with the offices through a control point.

The main

offices will have private rest rooms and possibly a
connecting room for a private secretary.
Cocktail Lounge
The cocktail lounge is one of the more important
areas where the study of the atmosphere and lighting
is desired.

It should be gay and festive without

being raucous.

Openness and sunlight go hand in hand

with gaiety and with the mild climate of a site like
the Galveston Bay area.

A definite integration should

occur between the cocktail lounge and the ballroom
area, either opening both on to an open terrace or an
adjacent lobby area, or both.

This integration will

allow the two areas to work together during intermissions and breaks.

The problem of privacy from the pas-

serby should be considered.
Kitchen
The key word in kitchens is efficiency,and each
piece of equipment and each area must be designed
specially for each function in order to have efficient

-13operation.

Generally speaking any kitchen can be broken

down into four distinct areas, the receiving and storage
area, the food preparation area, the pick-up area, and
the dish washing area.l
The kitchen should occur in the center of the areas
it is serving with a definite connection with each without crossing other lanes of circulation.

Toilet facili-

ties for employees and adequate storage spaces are a
primary consid·eration in public kitchen designing.
Dining Roora
The dj_ning room should be a place of quiet and
repose, with thought given to the vista one sees while
enjoying well prepared food.

lhe floor would be of

some sound absorbing material such as carpet.

lhe pos-

sibility of closing off portions of the dining area
for private parties and luncheons would be advantageous.
The serving entrance from the .kitchen should be subdued
with a screen or by the physical location in respect
to the dining area.

A control point should be located

near the lobby for directing patrons entering and collecting money from the patrons leaving.
Ballroon1
The size of the ballroom is determined by the
membership of the club or the expected membership.

1F. H. Dod8e Corporation.

J:.Tot.els, Hotels, Restaurants,
and ~' (New York, 1957), p.l51.

-14ri'he ;··:ain problcr:1 will be one of cirCtllat.ion dealing
1~i th

large nurrJ:ers of people.

Adequate lounge, coat

check, and J:::,oilet facilities adjacent to t,hi:3 area is
a must.

A direct connection to the kitchen is desir-

able to fill :·. he need of service to this area for large
banquets and parties.
Teenage Hoom
'J.'he teenage rooriJ is a separate entity from the rest
of the clut.

rhis area is designed especially for the

younger se t , with its loud music and never ending energy.
It should be so designed as to acccrrtuate the feeling of
an enervc:L,lc at!··iospher-e.

·~··here

will be p:co·vi.J 8d a bar

and grill \vhich incluJ8...; Jelf-sustained cooking features
from soda fountain and soft serve machines to >:icroWave ovens.

Dancing and other indoor games will be engaged

in here.
Protected
-~he

~errace

non-yachting members of the club will use this

area for watching the races and annual regattas.

It

can either be totally glassed in during windy weather
or a partially opened area during fair weather.

Service

to this area will include sandwiches and beverages.
Since.the surrounding area is flat, height would be an
asset to give a better perspective of the bay.

-15Locker and Dressing Hooms
Floors for all dressing rooms and locker rooms
should be of smooth finished material, impervious to
moisture with no open cracks or joints.

All floors

should have a pitch of about one-fourth inch to the
foot and should slope to a proper drain to permit
washing down with a hose.
All furniture used in dressing areas should be
simple in character and easily washable.
should be properly ventilated.

All lockers

All dressing rooms

should be kept clean at all times.

Foot tubs with

proper disinfectant solution should be provided.
Before entering swimming pool, . bathers should
rinse off in

shower~.

A.foot trough with running water

is desirable at the entrance to the outdoor pool and
indoor pool.l
There should be plenty of circulation space \IIlithin the locker and shower areas.

A definite separation

between lockers and showering and dressing areas should
be considered.
There is a need for separate dressing facilities

(1) for the pool area, and, (2) for the yachting members.
Sv.Jinmlinp; Pools
Swirrming is considered by many authorities as the
finest all around type of exercise, and it also affords ·
1 American Public Health. National Association for Public
Health, (Washington D.C., 1936).

-16an excellent means of· social activity.
~he

following

design

f~atures

considerations~

may be divided into the
location and arrangement of

public services, sanitary requirements, and adequate,
well-located equipment.

Entrances and exits of the

pool area in relation to dressing rooms, showers, and
toilets must· be such as to provide proper routing of
bathers.

Coming from the dressing room, a bather

should be required to pass toilets and go through the
shower room before arriving at the pool entrance.
Separated entrances and exits , should be provided £or
men and

wone~and

their quarters.

there should be no connection between
The exits from the dressing rooms

should come out into the shallow end of the poo1. 1
There is a need for proper location and ample
room for filters, chlorine apparatus and other units.
Off season protection in the case of outdoor pools,
which is required during the major portion of the year
is important.

Equipment, such as motors which might

be damaged if exposed to possible flooding should be
removed or elevated to · a point where protection will
~e

afforded.

~

Garage and Boat Yard
'r his space has a three-fold purpose.

It is used to

store boats undercover, to store boats in the yard, and

lArnerican Public Health Association, Design, Equipment,
and Operation of S1n1imming Pools and Other Public
Bathing Places. (1957).

-17to perform complete maintenance on all craft.

The

"boat garagen works on the same order as the "pigeon
hole" automobile parking garages.

The boats are handled

by an elevator which makes all the craft available to

owners at a few moments notice.

Separation of this

area from the club house and its activities is desirable.
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-19.'<ALITilT QUARTERDECK CLUB
CJ.iff I·Iay has taken the low, rarnbling rancho

style, adapted it with skill to the needs of a large,
modern club while preserving much of the informality
and hu.rnan scale so often lacking in such structures.
A two-story "backbone" expresses the main circulation,
to which are attached four single-story wings each
devoted to the specific functions of service, management, lounging and bathing.

Between the four wings,

projecting as triangular glass-walled spaces on opposite sides of the central lobby, are the dining
room with its view of the Pacific, and the smaller
cocktail lounge with its view of the boat harbor.
A large sloping windshield, like the inverted
prow of a ship, shields the beach side of the dining
terrace.

It will be constructed of specially treated

glass and metal engineered to deflect ocean winds
over the heads of diners.

Additional comfort on cool

nights will come from heating pipes in the terrace floor.
On the second floor are located thirty guest suiL8B,
each with private bath, several with li7ing roor:1s, fireplaces and roof deck terraces.

In the central tower,

on the third floor are :.t.'ou.r de ;luxe .apartments, and
above these is
room

·~he

for watching

ucro\-J's Nest", a large, glassed-in
~ailing

regattas.

-20-

Construction will be of wood frame throughout,
set on concrete mat slabs supported by piles driven in
the sand.

Exterior walls will be covered with hand-

hewn redwood boards; and pale green tiles will cover
the low-pitched roofs.
Dredging of the delta of l1Ialibu Creek and the
construction of seawalls and breakwater will create a
sheltered harbor for the berthage. of 520 yachts, ranging
from 26 feet to 150 feet in length.

An additional 180

boats averaging 28 to 30 feet will be stored in a twostory "b()at garage",

t~rhere

submersible elevators will

make all craft available to ov.,rners at a fe1tv minutes'
.
1
notlce.

lur•'Ia:libu. Quarterdeck Club", The Architectural Forum.
(December 1946), p.85.
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YACHT CLUB, BOTAFOGO
Oscar Niemeyer, Architect
The Botafogo Yacht Club is a typically vigorous
instance of this architect's work.

Imaginative and

bold in concrete structural design, it is also a notable
example of independent space planning, with forms
freely used to achieve suitable use areas that are
interesting both in themselves and in their interrelationships.

The reverse slope of the roof serves

esthetic as well as functional ends.

What might have

been a monotonous length of facade becomes an everchanging composition; and within, at one. end of the
building, a high ceiling is provided above t he large
dine and dance room, while at the other, this added
height is used for a deep balcony, planned as a secluded
reading room, the underneath space becoming a sheltered
porch extension of the main lounge.l

lrrYacht Club, Botafogon, Progressive Architecture.
(April, 1947), p.56.
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-24YACHT CLUB, PArlPULHA, BELO HORIZONTE
Oscar Niemeyer, Architect
This yacht club of Niemeyer's deeonstrates that
the Brazilian conception of good architecture, as
something which transcends style or tradition, has
spread well beyond Rio de Janerio and San Paulo where
it has perhaps had its most enthusiastic reception.
The walls of the lower story are faced with blue-white,
specially-designed tiles.

The ramp leads into a

generous vestibule space, separated from the bar by
a low wall on Vvhich is a mural by Burle-Marx.

To the

left is the lounge area, or living room; to the right,
the dining room with its band shell and open terrace.
The roof pitch gives height to each of these rooms where
it is most needed.

Through the glass walls are wide

vistas, looking over the lake to distant mountains.
The side v-1hich overlooks the swimming pool is protected from the afternoon sun by a double bank of
vertical louvers - an adaptation of a fundamental
idea which appears in amny forms of modern Brazilian
work.l

lnBrazilian Architecture", Pencil Points.

p.55-58.

(January, 1943},
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-26YACHT CLUB
The yacht club, located on the shore east of
the port of La Guaira, is on a small island in a lagoon
that is large enough to berth up to 100 club boats
and yachts.

The plan is conceived as a shaded park

around open, landscaped pavilions, stepped down reflecting pools (through which water flows slowly}, breezeways, and barbecue fireplaces, where informal groups
gather around the fires for drinks and broiled fish
or meat.

Only enclosure is the the building containing

dressing facilities, attendents quarters, storage, and
repair shop for fishing gear and snack bar.

Structures

are reinforced concrete, with walls df the building
of unplastered concrete· block.

Terrace floors are

brick, laid in a basket-weave pattern.

lvlodel and plan

illustrate two early stages of design. 1

1 nYacht Club", Progressive Architecture. (March, 1954),

p.l07.
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-28SAUSALITO YACHT CLUB
Theodore T. Boutmy, Architect
The Sausalito Yacht Club and the Sausalito Cruising
Club are located in Sausalito, California.

These

two clubs - powerboats and sailboats - will share the
same new building.
points:

Of design importance were these

( 1) flexibility - to accommodate both occupant.s;

(2) economy and simpiicity of structural system - most
work to be performed by club members; (3) attractive
appearance of roof as the town lies on the hillside above.
The main hall is to be used for large dinners and dances.
Either lounge may be partitioned off.

The rectangular

building platform is to be roofed by seven barrel vaults
of laminated plywood. 1

lnRecreation Award Citation", Progressive Architecture,
(January, 1958), p.104.

-30BAL HARBOUR CLUB
For architect Alfred Parker, the design of Florida's
Bal Harbour Club vJas, he says, "a siElple problem.

I''Ty

clients 11\fanted a club for $60,000 that they could grow
into.

I gave them one - with one floor finished and

one not so complete - the ground level."

Parker, 1AJho

makes his handsome end-result sound misleadingly simple,
perched the club up high - "any height in our flat land
is an asset" - ramped the entrance drive half-vvay to it.
Cypress plank (low maintenance) is used for inside and
outside walls.l

. 1 nA Yachtsman's Haven", Architectural Foru.m.,

(June, 1956),

-31CHAP'rER III
PHOPOSED YACHT CLUB
3TA':PbLi~l'JT

OF THE PROBLEi-:

I plan to design a
Ho~ston-Galveston

pri~ate

area.

The club will fulfill social

as well as nautical activities.
80

~~o

yacht club for the

Since only about

90 per cent of the members will participate in

actual yachting, consideration should be given to
recreation areas for the non-yac;hting rr.embers.
me~bership

The

will be a saximim of 300 menbers, with an

init,iation fee of ~:;1500 and annual dues of ~200.

The

club will provide berthage for 100 yachts, ranging
from 26 feet to 100 feet in length.

An

additiona~

75 boats averaging 28 feet to 30 feet will be stored

in a Hboat gara'ge" where submersible elevators will
make all craft available to owners at a few minutes
notice.

Other features o£ the club will include a

limited number of suites for·overnight staying, dining
and dancing facilities, outdoor picnic areas, and outdoor

f:a~es

areas.

In addition to the usual services

such as meals, beverages,

roo~etc.,

the club will

provide corn.plete repair shops and fuel stations for
all

~oats,

ship to shore radio-telephone service,

cruisers and fishing equipment for hire, etc.

Another

important function of the yacht club is to arrange races
for the different classes of yachts.

-32-

The site is a small coastal island between Seabrook
and Kemah in the Galveston Bay.

It is just north of the

channel entrance to Clear Lake, thereby giving direct
access to Galveston Bay and the Gulf of Ivlexico.
Gulf is only · forty minutes away by boat.

The

This site was

chosen for its central location to the area served and
for the protection gained from an inland harbor.

An

excellent network of paved highways connects the site
with the surrounding area and with the Gulf Freeway
vJhich runs be:.\·:ldt:n valveston and Houston.

Since the

site is a flat fill ten feet above sea level, consideration should be given to the raising of permanent
structures on pilings to prevent flooding during a
hurrican~.

Provisions also should be made for a sea

wall or jetty to protect the yacht docking facilities
from rough water.
Climate
The climate is subtropical with a mean annual
temperature of 69.1 degrees Fahrenheit and an aveage
rainfall of about 47 inches 'V'Ihich occurs mostly during
the winter and spring months.

In trre st1mmer, mild,

dry, and nearly continuous fair weather prevails, with
northerly winds blo·wing toward the tropics.
making this location a

yachter'~

paradise.

Thereby,

-33Spaces
Club house
---r:Qbby

l:Iain Clu.L Room
Main Dining Room
Private Dining Room
Lounge-Library
Cocktail Lounge
Ki~. chen

Emplpyees' Lockers and Rest Rooms
Game Room
Members' Rest Rooms
l': Ianager 's APartment
Control Point and Office
First Aid Area
T'Iembers' Locker Room
Lj_ving Quarters for Guests
Separate Cottages (10)
Boat Facilities
---,repair sha:()
Bo~t Yard (for dry dock and apinting)
Fueling Stations {2)
Crew Lounge and Rest Rooms
Boat Garage for 75 boats
Berthage for 100 yachts
Hauling-out Ramp
H.ecreation Areas
Picnic
Shuffle Board
Sv.Jirnrhing Pool (fresh water)
Beach (salt water Sv1imming)
Outdoor Lounging

-34SOLUTION
It was decided to use a vertical structure for
the nearly·flat site which would give the desired
vantage point

fo~

and water sports.

watching the boating activities
Thought was given to the separation

of the overnight staying facilities from the clubhouse
proper by the use of separate week end cottages.

The

scheme would allow the guest to be associated more
with the site and the out-of-doors.
The clubhouse is orientated in a near ideal eastwest situation with desirable south sunlight entering
the approach side of the building, and harsh western
sun ray effects being minimized.

Since the prevailing

breezes enter the site from the south and southeast,
the single-loaded slab scheme can take advantage of
the many temperate South Texas

~ays

on artificial heating and cooling.

with no dependence
The swimming pool

is located on the northwest of the structure, so it will
afford protection from the prevailing breezes and the
main approach to the site.
The week end cottages are orientated with the
large glass area of the living space to the north to
afford max:imum protection from the sun's effect.

There

are connecting drives to each unit with adequate parkin[
space provided.

The area surrounding these units

be used for picnicing and games.

The docks and boat

facilities are only a few moments away either by
or driving.

will

walkin~

-35~~,he

entrance to the clubhcuse is made prominent

l:-y the .suspended ramps leading to the game deck and

the .formal facilities.

The lobby area and main recep-

tion room are visible through large glass areas- on
the .f.'i:c·st. level.
ar~.;jacent

rrhe ad!'f'linistrative offices are located·

to t.he lobby and also afford

control over the

service area which penetrates the first level.

This

space contains foorl storage for the kitchen, mechanical
equi~)ment

in~

for heating and cooling and locker and dress-

rooms for the employees.

either

us~

A guest or member may

the exterior ramp or the elevator for ver-

tical penetration of the clubhouse.
and dressing rooms for the

swin~ing

the court from the lobby area.
the children to have

~-~-tore

The teenage area
pool are across

This separatioh allows

freedom in their activities.

Its location adjacent to the pool area and to the

covered terrace is also desirable.
The second level was designed to give a feeling
of openness and casual living.

The two ramps connect-

ing this space with the first level decend to the
entrance court and to the dock and boating area.

The

locker and dressing rooms for members are also located
on the level with its own semi-private terrace area.
From this vantage point, the regattas and other racing
events \11/ill be observed.

Service to this area is af-

forded from a separate service room for drinks and
sandwiches,and other snacks will be furnished from the

-36kitchen.

The adjoining,

~artially

covered terrace

is a game deck for shuffle board and ping pong.

It

also serves as a sun deck for sun bathers.
The third level has been designed to accommodate
the more formal functions of the yacht club.

In this

space the main ballroom, dining rooms, cocktail lounge,
lou.nges, covered terraces, library, game

roo 1:1~

and

kitchen are housed.
The ballroom, cocktail lounge, and dining space
are so designed as to be used in conjunction with each
other or separately.

The

b~llroom h~s

kitchen service

so that it can be used for large banquets and meeti·ngs.
The kitchen receives its service by elevator from

th~

food storage areas on the first level.
The docking facilities are located around the circumference of the yacht basin.

Extra mooring facilities

in the center are available for members not wishing protected docking for their boats.

The fueling station,

boat yard, and boat garage will be located on the northeast corner of the site to afford a nearly central location.

-41CI-HI..Pr_c zn IV
CONCLUSIC1>~:J

Aft er working on such a problem for a

se~ester

which entailed doing weeks of research, designing,
drafting, and building of a model, I feel I have
gained a great deal of experience and self reliance
in setting up a program and in executing the work
requirc~ d

by it.

There has he en a great deal of plea-

sure sensed in working on such a problem as this one.
lJ i t h the never ceasing growth of boating and water
sports, there will be many opportunities for architects to design and see such facilities take shape
as I have tried to acco mplish in my thesis - A

PHIVATE YACHT CLUB FOR THE HOUSTON-GALVESTON AREA.
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